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Abstract
While learners desire to acquire so comprehensible pronuncia-
tions as to make themselves understood smoothly, acquisition
often becomes difficult because, outside of classrooms, it is not
rare that learners can hardly find chances to talk in the target
language. Even when they talk to native speakers, they may re-
ceive only lenient or superficial suggestions from native speak-
ers. How can learners know native speakers’ honest percep-
tion on their utterances? In this paper, shadowing is introduced
not to learners but to native listeners, who are asked to shadow
learners’ utterances. Since shadowing is as simultaneous repe-
tition as possible, it is expected that native listeners’ perceived
comprehensibility can be measured objectively as smoothness
of natives’ shadowings. Experiments show that 1) shadowers’
subjective assessment of learners’ speech and that of their shad-
owings are highly correlated and that 2) the former is more cor-
related with the GOP scores of natives’ shadowings than those
of learners’ speech. These results suggest it is valid to regard
comprehensible pronunciation as shadowable pronunciation.
Index Terms: language learning, objective measurement, com-
prehensibility, natives’ shadowing, GOP

1. Background and objective
To become a good user of a new language, a learner has to
acquire good skills of speaking, listening, writing, and read-
ing. Among these, acquisition of speaking and listening skills
requires oral interactions with others. Further, since listening
skills can be improved with classical audio materials, speaking
skills may require oral interactions the most, where learners can
learn what kind of mispronunciations are more fatal.

To provide those situations of oral interaction technically
to learners, dialogue-based CALL (Computer Aided Language
Learning) systems have been developed [1, 2, 3], where not only
pronunciation errors but also grammatical errors can be detected
and their corrective feedback is also provided. To assess learn-
ers’ pronunciation, native speakers’ acoustic models are often
referred to and comparison is made between learners’ speech
and its corresponding native model. Inadequate phonetic real-
ization of phonemes due to foreign accents are automatically
detected, but it is a well-known fact that some types of foreign
accents hardly reduce smoothness of communication [4, 5, 6].

As far as the authors are aware, users of English accept a
large variety of accented pronunciations because English is the
primary language used for international communication. Fur-
ther, probably due to political reasons, English has been ac-
cepted as an official language in many countries such as India,
Singapore, Philippines, etc, where native people speak English
with their own accents and they often recognize their accents as
racial identity. The term of World Englishes [7, 8] characterizes
well the current state of the language of English.

However, it is still a fact that some foreign accented pro-
nunciations even of English still cause miscommunications and
learners want to know what kind of mispronunciations are crit-
ical. In short, most of the learners desire to acquire intelligi-
ble enough or comprehensible enough pronunciations. In ap-
plied linguistics, intelligibility and comprehensibility are de-
fined somewhat differently as follows [4]. Intelligibility indi-
cates, for a given utterance, how accurately linguistic units such
as words can be identified. Degree of intelligibility of a given
utterance can be measured objectively by asking native speakers
to write down that utterance word by word. Correct identifica-
tion rate can represent the intelligibility of that utterance.

Comprehensibility of an utterance means how easily and
smoothly listeners can understand the content of that utter-
ance, often quantified using questionnaires imposed on listen-
ers. Since correct comprehension of an utterance often requires
correct identification of words, the authors consider that com-
prehensibility covers intelligibility and represents more. Even if
all the words of an utterance can be identified correctly but some
listening efforts are required for comprehension, that utterance
is not treated as highly comprehensible. Previous works [4, 5, 6]
showed that some foreign accents can hardly reduce intelligibil-
ity and even comprehensibility. Practically speaking, correction
of those accented pronunciations may not be needed and correc-
tions are needed primarily for fatal mispronunciations.

How can learners know which parts of their utterances pre-
vent smooth comprehension. [5] shows a possible answer using
the notion of functional load based on the impact of phoneme
substitution. The authors take another approach, which ob-
serves native listeners’ behaviors and predicts their perceived
comprehensibility. When learners have chances to talk to native
speakers, however, they may give only lenient and superficial
comments on the learners’ pronunciation. Lenient suggestions
are good to beginning learners for encouragement, but honest
suggestions are often requested from advanced learners.

In this paper, to disclose native listeners’ honest perception
on learners’ utterances and hopefully to investigate which parts
of them prevent smooth communication, shadowing learners’
utterances is imposed on native listeners. Since shadowing is as
simultaneous repetition as possible, native listeners’ perceived
comprehensibility will be characterized intactly and measured
objectively as smoothness of natives’ shadowings. As far as
the authors know, this is the first attempt in L2 studies to intro-
duce shadowing entirely to native speakers and is also the first
attempt to measure comprehensibility objectively. To this end,
DNN-based GOP (Goodness Of Pronunciation) scores are cal-
culated both from learners’ utterances and natives’ shadowings.
Then, these objective scores are compared to subjective scores
rated on learners’ utterances and natives’ shadowings. Results
show that natives’ shadowings are more adequate observations
than learners’ speech for automatic rating of comprehensibility.
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Figure 1: Word-based intelligibility for seven learner groups [10]

2. Objective measurement of intelligibility
Objective measurement of intelligibility was made in [9, 10],
where English spoken by immigrants to the USA [9] and by
Japanese college students [10] were presented to American En-
glish native listeners on a telephone line. They were asked, after
listening, not to write down but to repeat what they heard. Their
repetitions were transcribed word by word manually by techni-
cal staff to derive word-based intelligibility of each utterance.

Intelligibility of an utterance is assumed to depend on lis-
teners’ prior exposure to speakers’ accents. In [10], only Amer-
ican English native speakers who had almost no experiences of
talking with Japanese people were adopted as listeners. 800
Japanese-English utterances, collected from 200 Japanese col-
lege students, four utterances per student, were presented to 173
listeners. On average, one utterance was presented to 20 listen-
ers. Figure 1 shows word-based objective intelligibility scores
of each student group, where 200 students were divided into
seven groups based on their overall proficiency scores rated sub-
jectively by teachers. The averaged word-based intelligibility
score, i.e. averaged identification rate, is so low as around 50%,
while the score of native utterances is approximately 90%1.

Figure 1 was obtained by observing listeners’ behaviors of
repetition but no good control was made on listeners’ repetition.
In this case, it is highly speculated that efforts of listening and
delay of repetition depended on listeners. If delay is minimized,
repetition becomes shadowing, where only small listening ef-
forts are allowed. The authors consider that results of repetition
indicate how intelligible a given utterance is and that results of
shadowing indicate how comprehensible it is. Further, when
repetition is asked to do, a long utterance should not be used for
experiments because, in that case, some words in the beginning
of an utterance will be forgotten when listeners start repetition.
In the case of shadowing, however, long utterances cause no
problem. In [10], only native listeners with almost no exposure
to Japanese English were adopted. In this paper, different levels
of exposure are considered for preparing native listeners.

3. Smoothness of shadowings
To quantify smoothness of shadowings, two speech features are
focused on. One is related to accuracy of articulation and the
other is to delay of shadowing. For the former, GOP [11] is
adopted because it is widely used as baseline feature to indi-
cate accuracy of articulation and, in our previous studies, it was
applied to assess learners’ shadowing performance [12, 13, 14].

1The experimental condition was somewhat artificial. Speaker iden-
tity of input utterances was changed sentence by sentence, and the con-
tent of any two contiguous sentences was always independent.

Figure 2: Karaoke-style reading aloud and its recording

GOP is theoretically defined as phoneme-based posterior
P (ci|ot), where ot is a speech feature observed at time t, and
ci is phonemic class i. In [11, 12, 13], classical and gener-
ative speech models of HMM (Hidden Markov Models) were
used to calculate GOP and, these days, recent and discrimina-
tive speech models of DNN (Deep Neural Network) were in-
troduced [14, 15]. DNN experimentally gave a better perfor-
mance in the task of error detection or proficiency prediction.
In this paper, DNN-based GOP scores were calculated both for
learners’ speeches and natives’ shadowings. After forced align-
ment, the phoneme intended at time t, pt, was obtained. Then,
P (pt|ot) was accumulated during an entire utterance. Then, the
GOP score of a given utterance x is calculated as follows.

GOP(x) =
1

Dx

∑

t

P (pt|ot), (1)

where Dx is the frame-based duration of that utterance [14].
As for delay of shadowing, by comparing forced alignment

of a learner’s speech and that of its corresponding native shad-
owing, the temporal gap between every pair of phoneme bound-
aries is obtained between the two utterances. The phoneme-
based temporal gaps obtained from the two utterances were av-
eraged to define delay of shadowing between the two utterances.
Generally speaking, shadowing is performed with delay of 1 to
2 seconds to a presented utterance.

4. Experiments of natives’ shadowing
4.1. Speaking rate control for speech collection

In this study, the target language of learning is set to Japanese,
and learners are Vietnamese. For experiments, their Japanese
utterances were collected and, as reference, native Japanese ut-
terances were also collected. In the following section, native
listeners are asked to shadow these two types of utterances. If
these utterances are very slow, their comprehensibility may be
always high and independent of how heavily accented they are.

This is why speaking rate control was introduced for speech
collection. At first, an intermediate-level textbook of Japanese
with an audio CD was selected [16]. From the CD, six read-
aloud paragraphs were adopted. Here, the paragraphs includ-
ing proper nouns were excluded. A tool of calculating read-
ability, Jreadability [17], verified that the six paragraphs belong
to the same readability level. In addition to the professional
model speaker’s utterances in the CD, each phrase in the six
paragraphs was read aloud by six Vietnamese learners (three
males and three females) and six native speakers (three males
and three females) with their speaking rate being contolled by
using a Karaoka-style recording program, shown in Figure 2.
Forced alignment was performed on the model speaker’s utter-
ances, and each written phrase was shown, where the color of
text changed according to the model speaker’s speaking rate. If
a reader stammers, s/he was allowed to read as many times as
s/he wanted. Among the six Vietnamese learners, three are at
an intermediate level, whose length of learning is shorter than
three years (2.7 years on average) and the other three are at
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Figure 3: Overview of the experiments of natives’ shadowing

Table 1: Averaged scores of comprehensibility and smoothness
for Vietnamese Japanese (VJ)

NS-1 NS-2 NS-3
comprehensibility (SC ) 4.13 4.20 4.24
smoothness (SS) 4.58 4.45 4.78

an advanced level, who had learned Japanese longer than three
years (5.8 years on average). Finally, 96 Vietnamese Japanese
(VJ) utterances and 68 native Japanese (NJ) utterances were col-
lected. The sentences of the two sets are not shared.

4.2. Shadowers’ prior exposure to Vietnamese Japanese

As easily expected, easiness of shadowing VJ strongly depends
on shadowers’ prior exposure to VJ. In this study, we prepared
three groups of native speakers.

NS-1 Those who never talked with Vietnamese people.

NS-2 University students whose laboratory has a Vietnamese
student who can speak in Japanese.

NS-3 Teachers of Japanese, who have expert knowledge of VJ.

Seventeen, five, and five Japanese adults participated in the ex-
periments as subjects of NS-1, NS-2, and NS-3, respectively.
They were instructed to shadow presented utterances, but not to
imitate accented pronunciations in the utterances because sub-
jects of NS-3 can behave like Vietnamese learners when shad-
owing. They were instructed to shadow a given utterance in na-
tive Japanese. Before the experiments, 15-min shadowing prac-
tices were made with utterances not used in the experiments.

4.3. Subjective and objective assessment of shadowing

The 27 Japanese participated in the experiment. Each of them
shadowed 200 utterances, which are 96 VJ, 68 NJ, and 36
dummy VJ utterances selected from the corpus of Japanese
Read by Foreigners (JRF) [18]. Presentation was done only
once in random order through headphones and recording was
done using a uni-directional ear-hook microphone.

After shadowing, two questions were always asked.

Q-1 How easily did you understand the presented utterance?

Q-2 How smoothly did you shadow the presented utterance?

The former is related to comprehensibility of the presented ut-
terance and the latter is to smoothness of shadowing. In both
questions, a shadower uses a seven-degree scale for answering,
where higher scores mean easier or smoother. The two scores
are expected to be highly correlated in nature, but if strategic
differences of rating are found between the two measures in
some shadowers, the correlation will be low for them.

Objective assessment was also made to presented utterances
(learners’ readings) as well as natives’ shadowings. The DNN-

Figure 4: The histogram of the shadowers’ correlations

based GOP score, SG in short, was calculated for each of learn-
ers’ readings and natives’ shadowings. Delay of shadowing was
also calculated for each shadowing. The overview of the exper-
iments of natives’ shadowing is illustrated in Figure 3.

5. Results and discussion
5.1. Shadower-dependent subjective rating

Shadowers with different exposures are expected to give dif-
ferent comprehensibility scores, SC , and different smoothness
scores, SS , to one and the same utterance. Table 1 shows the av-
eraged scores of the two measures for the three groups of shad-
owers, calculated only from the VJ utterances. ANOVA shows
significant differences (p<0.05) only between NS-1 and NS-3
and between NS-2 and NS-3 in the scores of SS . Although sig-
nificant differences are not found between any two cases in SC ,
a trend of increase can be seen from NS-1 to NS-3 in SC .

5.2. Correlation between the two measures

Correlation between the two kinds of scores, SC and SS , is cal-
culated for each subject. Their average is 0.68, which is not so
high as expected. Figure 4 shows the histogram of the shad-
owers’ correlations. Seven shadowers out of 27 show very low
correlations and their average is 0.36. This is probably because
of inter-measure strategic differences exhibited by the seven
shadowers. To reduce these differences, some prior discussion
should have been done to achieve a consensus on what scores
should be given to what kind of learners’ readings and to what
kind of natives’ shadowings. Even with a deep discussion for
consensus, however, some strategic differences are inevitable.
The averaged correlation among the remaining 20 shadowers is
so high as 0.79. In the following section, the authors discuss the
results of calculating SG and delay of shadowing as objective
observations. In addition to the results from all the 27 shadow-
ers, those from the above 20 shadowers are also described.

5.3. DNN-GOP and the two subjective scores

Each of the 96 VJ utterances and the 68 NJ utterances had 27
shadowings, 27 SCs, and 27 SSs. For each shadowing, its SG
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Figure 5: GOP of shadowings and the two subjective scores

Figure 6: GOP of learners’ speech and the two subjective scores

Figure 7: Delay of shadowing and the two subjective scores

was calculated. Then, for each of the 164 utterances, the av-
eraged SG, the averaged SC , the averaged SS was calculated
over the shadowers. Figure 5 shows the correlation between the
averaged SCs and the averaged SGs, and that between the av-
eraged SSs and the averaged SGs. Red dots and blue dots are
VJ utterances and NJ utterances, respectively. R in each fig-
ure is the correlation calculated only from the VJ utterances.
Both SG and SS are scores obtained directly from shadowings
and it is natural that they are highly correlated. It is interesting
that, although SC is a score not for shadowings but for learn-
ers’ readings, SG and SC are so highly correlated as SG and
SS are. When calculating those correlations only from the 20
subjects selected in Section 5.2, R(SG, SC )=0.75 and R(SG,
SS)=0.72. These results clearly show the validity of using SG

to indicate how comprehensible an input utterance is.
SGs are also calculated from the VJ utterances, not from

natives’ shadowings. The correlations between learners’ SGs
and the two subjective scores are shown in Figure 6. The cor-
relations are definitely lower than those in Figure 5, although
SGs in this figure and SCs are obtained directly from learn-
ers’ readings. The authors can emphasize that, for GOP-based
comprehensibility assessment of learners’ utterances, natives’
shadowings are much more adequate than learners’ utterances
to analyze acoustically. This is probably because of two rea-
sons. Comprehensibility is listener-dependent in nature, but SG

calculated from learners’ speech is totally independent of listen-
ers. Further, calculation of SG from native shadowings may be
technically stable compared to that from non-native readings.

5.4. Delay of shadowing and the two subjective scores

Figure 7 shows the correlations between delay of shadowing
and the two subjective scores of SC and SS . As is expected,

Figure 8: Inter-learner shadowing

negative correlations are found in the two figures. The abso-
lute value of the correlation is higher in the case of SS and the
authors consider that this is quite natural because delayed shad-
owing decreases SS immediately but not always decreases SC .

In this section, SG of natives’ shadowings, SG of learners’
readings, and delay of shadowing are analyzed separately but
they can be combined in a regression model to automatically
predict shadowers’ comprehensibility in a more accurate way.
This will be done soon as one of the future works.

5.5. Toward inter-learner shadowing

In this paper, a novel and promising framework of objective and
automatic measurement of perceived comprehensibility was
proposed based on native listeners’ shadowing. However, one
critical issue has not been discussed so far. How can a sufficient
number of native listeners be prepared for learners? The authors
are optimistic about this issue because inter-learner shadowing
will solve it. Any learner is a native speaker of a language, who
is qualified sufficiently to shadow utterances of other learners
who are learning that language. Figure 8 explains inter-learner
shadowing. Learner X, who speaks LA as L1 and is learning
LB but does not speak LC , reads aloud sentences in LB . His
utterances in LB are shadowed by learner Y, who speaks LB as
L1 and is learning LC but does not speak LA. Her utterances
in LC are shadowed by learner Z, who speaks LC as L1 and
is learning LA but does not speak LB . Her utterances in LA

are shadowed by learner X. The authors consider that this is a
speech version of Lang-8 [19], where any learner can support
other learners and can be supported by other learners. If this
infrastructure is realized and provided for learners, the above
issue will be solved and any learner can be exposed easily to
native listeners’ honest perception on his/her utterances.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, objective measurement of comprehensibility of
learners’ readings was examined based on acoustic analysis
and GOP calculation of native listeners’ shadowings. Exper-
iments showed remarkably promising results. Preparation of
native shadowers will be made possible by mutual assistance
among learners, i.e. inter-learner shadowing. This framework
will solve the problem of lack of exposure partly. As future
work, the authors are going to test the proposed method using
three groups of learners (LA, LB , LC ) = (Japanese, American
English, Chinese). Further, the speech samples used for intel-
ligibility measurement [10] will be used for comprehensibility
measurement by using native shadowers.

This work was financially supported by JSPS or MEXT KAK-
ENHI JP26118002 and JP26240022.
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